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Abstra t
In the \little theories" version of the axiomati method, di erent
portions of mathemati s are developed in various di erent formal axiomati theories. Axiomati theories may be related by in lusion or by
theory interpretation. We argue that the little theories approa h is a
desirable way to formalize mathemati s, and we des ribe how imps, an
Intera tive Mathemati al Proof System, supports it.
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Introdu tion

In this paper, we will argue in favor of implementing a parti ular version
of the axiomati method in me hani al theorem provers. By the axiomati
method we mean the pra ti e of reasoning logi ally from a set of senten es
in a formal language. Su h a set of senten es is alled an axiomati theory.1
For instan e, Peano arithmeti and the theory of an ordered eld are familiar
axiomati theories.
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Thus, in our usage, a theory amounts to a set of axioms in a spe i ed formal language.
The word \theory" is also frequently used to mean a set of senten es losed under logi al
onsequen e. The latter usage allows one to speak, for instan e, of di erent axiomatizations of the same theory. However, for our purposes it is onvenient to fo us on the
axioms, and to express the idea of alternative axiomatizations by saying that two theories
have the same onsequen es.
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There are two ontrasting ways of using the axiomati method, both
well established in modern mathemati al pra ti e. We will refer to them as
the \big theory" version and the \little theories" version. In the big theory
version, we sele t a powerful and highly expressive set of axioms, with the
property that any model of these axioms will ontain all the obje ts that
will be of interest to us. Logi al derivation from these powerful axioms will
allow us to prove our theorems about these obje ts, so all of the reasoning
an be arried out within this single theory. Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory is
frequently used by mathemati ians for this purpose.
In the little theories version of the axiomati method, a number of theories will be used in the ourse of developing a portion of mathemati s.
Di erent theorems will be proved in di erent theories, depending on the
amount of stru ture required. For instan e, one theorem may be true in any
arbitrary topologi al spa e, while another may hold only in a metri spa e.
Theorems are proved in a parti ular theory by logi al derivation from the
axioms available in that theory.
The goal of this paper is to demonstrate the usefulness of the little theories approa h in me hanized reasoning. In addition, we will indi ate how
imps, an Intera tive Mathemati al Proof System [9℄, supports the approa h.
We will not fo us on logi al issues related to the little theories approa h,
in luding its use of theory interpretations. On the ontrary, the logi of
theory interpretations is well understood, and a version for the parti ular
logi we use is available in [8℄. Interpretations have been e e tively used
in the logi al literature sin e at least the 1950's [27℄, and in mathemati s
for mu h longer. Indeed, this makes interpretations espe ially attra tive
to us. Our overall goal in imps is to me hanize traditional tools of lassial mathemati al reasoning, partly be ause they are understood by a wide
range of potential users, and partly be ause their intelle tual power has been
demonstrated over a long period of time.
1.1 Little Theories in Mathemati s: An Example

The utility of the little theories approa h in mathemati s is largely due to
the power that theory interpretations provide. A theory interpretation is a
synta ti translation between the languages of two theories whi h preserves
theorems. That is, if a formula is a theorem of the sour e theory, then its
image is a theorem of the target theory. To establish that a translation is
a theory interpretation, one must show that the sour e theory axioms are
translated to target theory theorems, together with some additional obliga2

tions that depend on the details of the logi al ontext. Theory interpretations are used in two ru ial ways in the little theories approa h:
 To reuse theorems of the sour e theory in the target theory;
 To establish the onsisten y of the sour e theory relative to the target
theory. As a spe ial ase, to establish that a formula ' is independent
of a theory T , one may show that both T [ f'g and T [ f:'g are
onsistent.
A theory interpretation from a sour e theory T to a target theory T 0 also
allows us to infer a relation between models of the theories. Namely, given an
arbitrary model of T 0 , the interpretation tells us how to sele t a subdomain
and distinguished values that furnish a model of T .
Partly be ause of its usefulness for establishing onsisten y and independen e, the little theories approa h has be ome a deeply entren hed way
of organizing mathemati al knowledge. For instan e, in the introdu tion to
The Foundations of Geometry [19℄, Hilbert wrote that one of his aims was:
to bring out as learly as possible the signi an e of the di erent
groups of axioms and the s ope of the on lusions to be derived
from the individual axioms.
This expresses one of the major themes of modern mathemati s, whi h aims
to determine not just whi h mathemati al statements are true, but also
whi h assumptions are needed to dedu e them.
The Foundations of Geometry illustrates how the axiomati method an
serve as an organizing prin iple in examining an axiomatization for Eulidean geometry. The goal of the book is to study relations of independen e
among subsets of the axioms, in ombination with two ru ial theorems,
namely Pas al's theorem and Desargues's theorem. As a tool, Hilbert also
onsiders a number of algebrai theories, primarily the theory of an ordered
eld.
A simple example of a theory interpretation is given in xx15, 17, where
ertain line segments are shown to form an ordered eld with appropriately
hosen operations. In this parti ular ase, we are not on erned with an
independen e proof; instead, Hilbert introdu es the theory interpretation so
that he an use the familiar algebrai theorems to arry out omputations in
the ourse of giving geometri al proofs. The interpretation guarantees that
the results of the algebrai omputation will be sound in the geometri al
3

ontext. This illustrates theorem reuse, in the helpful ase of equations and
onditional equations.2
In these ases, Hilbert makes no referen e to any parti ular model of either theory (in the usual semanti sense). In some other ases, his language
is more ambiguous, and he appears to be working within a spe i model
(for instan e, the reals). However, he is expli it about the algebrai axioms
his onstru tion a tually relies on, and emphasizes that the theory has denumerable models (see, for instan e, x9). Thus, these other ases ould be
easily re ast into a terminology in whi h we are unambiguously on erned
with theory interpretations.
1.2 Little Theories in Me hanized Reasoning

Quite apart from the intelle tual appeal of ne-grained knowledge about the
logi al power of parti ular axioms, and the relations among them, the little
theories approa h has two important pra ti al advantages for me hanized
reasoning.
 It allows the use of minimal axiomatizations for spe i groups of
theorems. This ensures maximal generality of reuse for the results,
through interpretation into other theories, or through dire t in lusion
in larger theories.
When equipped with pro edures that an onstru t the great majority
of the interpretations needed, an intera tive theorem prover an o er
the user great power in applying previously proved theorems a ross a
wide range of new theories.
 The hand- rafted framework of a little theory allows theorems to be
written in simpler forms. Cues suggesting the appli ability of parti ular lemmas or other te hniques are easier to identify.
Moreover, the work of establishing the appli ability of a whole group
of theorems an be arried out on e and for all, and then en oded in
a theory interpretation. The theory interpretation then serves as a
\li ense" authorizing us to use them repeatedly in the future.
The rst of these advantages will be dis ussed primarily in Se tion 2. The
se ond will be the fo us of Se tion 3. Se tion 4 dis usses the big theory
2

See Se tion 2.3 for a me hanism in imps implementing a similar kind of reuse. For
a more elaborate use of theory interpretations in Hilbert, see for instan e [19, xx24{26,
28{29℄, where he exploits a whole sequen e of theory interpretations.
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approa h. We will argue that the little theory approa h does not reate a
disadvantage when we may want to use a powerful theory like ZF. Moreover,
we will point out some ases in whi h this is desirable. In Se tion 5, we will
present a substantial pie e of mathemati s as it appears in the little theory
approa h; this example has been developed with the intera tive theorem
prover imps.
1.3 Previous Work; IMPS

In spite of its utility, the little theories version of the axiomati method lies
o the main path of previous work in me hanized theorem proving.
The little theories idea is, however, a familiar ingredient in work on spe i ation languages, probably rst introdu ed by Burstall and Goguen [2℄.
It was a entral tenet of work on Clear [3, 4℄, and it was also a motivating idea in Lar h [16℄. The idea is also an ingredient in more re ent work
on logi al frameworks [18℄. In the logi al frameworks ontext, however, it
appears in an unusual guise in whi h not just theories but also logi s may
be ombined. It is not lear whether this additional generality will prove to
be a bene t in pra ti al use, as it may impede the pro ess by whi h users
develop strong and reliable semanti intuitions. Moreover, a single familiar
logi , su h as simple type theory, suÆ es to formalize onveniently a wide
range of problems.
There has also been some work on supporting little theories in me hanized theorem proving. Sannella and Burstall undertook to implement some
of the ideas of Clear in an extended version of l f [24℄. However, a ording
to the the published des ription, theory interpretation and parameterized
theories had not yet been implemented [24, pp. 384, 389℄. Although obj [14℄
in orporates a translation (\view") me hanism, the user is responsible for
de iding whether the translation is in fa t a theory interpretation: obj itself
makes no attempt to prove the images of the sour e theory axioms. Moreover, be ause of obj's equational logi , its usefulness as a theorem prover
is, in our opinion, highly restri ted. Curiously, the Lar h Prover lp [12℄
does not give strong support for the little theories approa h: there is only
one theory available in the prover at a time, and thus theory interpretations
annot be used in proofs. E. Gunter [15℄ has made a start on implementing
little theories within hol.
So far as we know, imps, an Intera tive Mathemati al Proof System, is
the rst intera tive theorem prover to have been designed from the start to
support little theories. Moreover, imps implements a strong logi |rather
5

than the weak systems generally used in algebrai spe i ation languages|
that is suited to expressing and proving sophisti ated mathemati al statements. One example, a simple inverse fun tion theorem for Bana h spa es,
is presented in Se tion 5.
For a general des ription of imps, see [9, 10℄. Examples of imps proofs are
found in [11, 10℄. All of the examples given below (ex ept where expli itly
noted) represent material we have developed using imps.
All on ept formulation, al ulation, and inferen e in imps is performed
with respe t to a formal logi that is a version of simple type theory. The
logi , alled lutins3 , provides strong support for spe ifying and reasoning
about partial (and total) fun tions, and is equipped with a system of types
and subtypes. Types and subtypes are olle tively alled sorts.
The treatment of partial fun tions in lutins is studied in [7℄, while the
treatment of sorts and interpretations is the subje t of [8℄. For a detailed
presentation of the syntax and semanti s of lutins, see [17℄.
A language is built in imps from a signature|a list of sort and onstant
de larations. A theory onsists of a language L plus a set of axioms (i.e.,
senten es of L). Theories are the basi units in imps for spe ifying mathemati al obje ts and on epts and for organizing automated dedu tion.

2

Theory Interpretations and Theorem Reuse

The notion of an interpretation of one axiomati theory in another is a
fundamental on ept of mathemati s and logi . As we mentioned in the
introdu tion, this notion is formalized using ertain synta ti translations
that are known in logi as \theory interpretations" [6, 25℄. Intuitively, a
theory interpretation from T to T 0 spe i es one of the (possibly many)
ways of embedding T in T 0 , while preserving theorems.
Logi ians have used theory interpretations to prove metamathemati al
properties about theories, parti ularly onsisten y, de idability, and undeidability. The lassi work of Tarski, Mostowski, and Robinson [27℄, for example, illustrates how theories an be proved unde idable by means of theory
interpretation. Referen es on theory interpretations in lude [23, 26, 28, 29℄.
3

Pronoun ed as the word in Fren h.
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2.1 Theory Interpretations in IMPS

The notion of a theory interpretation in lutins is similar to the standard
notion in rst-order logi (see [6, 25℄). However, sin e lutins admits partial
fun tions and subtypes, the notion in lutins is ne essarily more ompliated. A pre ise de nition of a lutins theory interpretation is given in [8℄.
In brief, a lutins translation from a theory T to a theory T 0 is spe i ed by a pair (;  ) of fun tions|where  maps the sorts of T to sorts,
sets, or unary predi ates of T 0 and  maps the onstants of T to expressions of T 0 |whi h satisfy ertain synta ti onditions. The translation is a
homomorphism I from the expressions of the sour e theory to the expressions of the target theory, i.e., I ( (e1 ; : : : ; en )) = (I (e1 ); : : : ; I (en )), where
(e1 ; : : : ; en ) is a ompound expression omposed of a logi al onstant and
n subexpressions e1 ; : : : ; en .4 Every translation I from T to T 0 determines
a set of formulas in the target theory alled obligations, whi h in ludes I ()
for ea h axiom  of T . By the Interpretation Theorem for lutins [8℄, if
ea h obligation of I is a theorem of T 0 , then I translates ea h theorem of T
to a theorem of T 0 , i.e., I is a theory interpretation.
2.2 Theorem Reuse in Mathemati s

Mathemati ians ommonly use a kind of informal theory interpretation for
reusing theorems. A result about an abstra t theory, su h as a group, will be
applied to a more on rete theory su h as a eld, by (for instan e) observing
that multipli ation over the nonzero elements has the stru ture of a group.
In the the little theories version of the axiomati method, mathemati al
reasoning is distributed over a network of theories linked to one another via
theory interpretations. These theory interpretations provide the means to
\transport" a theorem from the theory it was proved in to any number of
other theories. For instan e, the theorem that a sequen e of points onverges
to at most one limit an be proved on e in a theory of an abstra t metri
spa e and then applied to a sequen e of reals, to a sequen e of points in a
normed spa e, and so on.
Similarly, a theory of an abstra t monoid (that is, an asso iative operator
 with an identity e), taken together with the integers as an additional
type,
P
allows one to de ne an iterated monoid summation operator su h that
When  maps sorts to sets or unary predi ates, expressions beginning with variable
binders su h as 8 or  must be \relativized." For example, if I maps a sort to a unary
predi ate ' on a sort , then I (8x: : ) = 8x: :'(x)  I ( ).
4
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Pj

= e for j < i, and Pjk=i f = (Pkj =1i f )  f (j ) otherwise. Fa ts derived
in this theory an then be applied to a large lass of iterated operators, inluding the normal numeri al sum and produ t operators. Many interesting
fa ts about algorithms an be developed in this general framework [1℄.
Another very useful te hnique is to interpret a theory into itself or one of
its subtheories. For example, many similar theorems about algebrai groups
are just di erent instantiations of a parti ular abstra t theorem about group
a tions [20, pp. 71{79℄. The abstra t theorem ' an be proved in a theory
A of an abstra t group a tion, whi h in ludes a theory B of an abstra t
group as a subtheory, and then the various instantiations an be obtained
by transporting ' from A to B via appropriate interpretations.
Sometimes, this se ond te hnique provides proofs by symmetry or duality. For instan e, the duality of points and lines in proje tive geometry an
be formalized by observing that the translation that inter hanges them is
an interpretation. Having done so, we an prove a theorem in one form and
then immediately infer that its dual is also a theorem.5
k=i f

2.3 Theorem Reuse in IMPS

Although theory interpretations an be used in imps in several di erent
ways, theorem reuse is ertainly the most important appli ation. An imps
user an build translations, verify that they are theory interpretations, and
transport theorems with them as desired. The development of a portion of
mathemati s in imps will usually involve several theories and a great many
theory interpretations, most of whi h are quite simple. However, building
theory interpretations an be distra ting or burdensome, espe ially in the
midst of a proof. If the user were responsible for expli itly reating all these
theory interpretations, it would be very diÆ ult to on entrate on the major
task at hand.
Consequently, the great majority of the theory interpretations needed
by the imps user are built by software without user assistan e. In addition,
when hand- rafted interpretations have been added by the user, the system
an retrieve the right one in most situations.
There are about a half dozen me hanisms in imps that automati ally
nd, extend, or reate theory interpretations. Of these the most useful is
a kind of polymorphi mat hing alled translation mat hing , whi h allows
for inter-theory mat hing of expressions. An expression e in a theory T 0
5

This example has not been done in imps, but several other examples of proof by
symmetry have been formalized in imps using interpretations.
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a pattern expression p in a theory T if there is a theory
interpretation I from T to T 0 and a substitution  su h that (I (p)) = e.
The translation mat hing algorithm works in imps as follows. First, the
variables and onstants in p are mat hed with subexpressions of e yielding
a \sort asso iation list" and a \ onstant asso iation list." If the entries of
these lists are ompatible with ea h other (e.g., no onstant is asso iated
with two distin t expressions), imps will try to nd a theory interpretation
de ned by (;  ) su h that the sort and onstant asso iation lists spe ify
subfun tions of  and  , respe tively. If that fails, imps will try to build
a theory interpretation dire tly from the two asso iation lists. If a theory
interpretation I is obtained and e mat hes I (p) in the ordinary sense, then
 is just the substitution whi h mat hes the expressions.
Translation mat hing is employed in several kinds of ma hinery in imps
for theorem reuse. For example, when theorems about generi obje ts like
sets and sequen es are of appropriate form to be used as rewrite rules, imps
uses translation mat hing to automati ally reate the theory interpretations
and substitutions needed to apply them whenever relevant in the ourse of
simpli ation.
A olle tion of theorems an be applied as onditional rewrite rules in an
organized way in imps using extremely simple pro edures alled ma etes 6 .
The exa t behavior of an elementary ma ete (built from a parti ular theorem) depends on the synta ti form of the theorem. In the entral ase of
a theorem of the form 8~x : '1 ^ : : : ^ 'n  s = t, the elementary ma ete
repla es mat hes to s by the orresponding mat hes to t, if the instan es of
the 'i an be re ognized to be true. Compound ma etes may be onstru ted
from elementary and other kinds of atomi ma etes using a small number
of very simple ombining forms. For instan e, the repeat form takes a list
of ma etes and applies them repeatedly until they are no longer appli able. A small number of spe ial atomi ma etes allow the user to intersperse
beta-redu tion, de nition expansion, and alls to the simpli er [10℄.
A transportable ma ete , like an elementary ma ete, is another kind of
atomi ma ete that is built from a theorem. They are used, when working
in a theory T , to apply theorems that reside outside of T . The me hanism
is similar to that for elementary ma etes ex ept that translation mat hing
is used instead of ordinary mat hing.

translation mat hes

6

Ma ete, in Portuguese, means a hisel, or in informal usage, a lever tri k.
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3

Controlling Theorem Provers

The axiomati theory is a natural unit to use in organizing and guiding the
behavior of a theorem prover. In this se tion we will dis uss several ways
that information is gathered around an axiomati theory in order to ontrol
the behavior of imps.
3.1 Expressing Theorems in Simple Form

There is frequently an advantage to expressing fa ts in a simple form, as
they an then be used by a theorem prover in some spe ial way in the ourse
of omputing with expressions. For instan e, equations and bi onditionals
an be used as (un onditional) rewrite rules in the ourse of simpli ation.
Within the logi al framework we use, there are two ways that the little
theories approa h aids in re asting fa ts in the simplest syntaVti form.
First, a theorem that in pure logi would take the form i<n 'i 
may be written in the form in any axiomati theory whose axioms in lude
(or entail) the formulas 'i . Naturally, in order to apply the theorem in a new
theory under some translation (possibly the identity translation), one must
he k that the translations of the assumptions 'i are in fa t satis ed. This
requirement amounts to proving that the translation is an interpretation.
Although the work of dis harging these obligations must still be done,
there is often an advantage to this approa h. For, the interpretation itself
an be treated in the theorem proving program as a data obje t, so that
on e it has been erti ed, all the theorems of the sour e theory may be
made available. Similarly, the interpretation as a data obje t makes it easy
to avoid proving the same onditions repeatedly when a theorem (or group
of related theorems) are to be applied many times.
Se ond, the lutins logi supports subtypes alled sorts. For instan e,
in our theory of arithmeti , the natural numbers and integers are subtypes
of the reals. In an axiomati theory that involves a subtype  of some type
 , 8x :  : (x) an repla e 8y :  : '(y ) 
(y), where ' is the unary
predi ate orresponding to membership in the subtype . As before, this is
no magi way to eliminate work: given a term t, we must ensure that t is
de ned with a value in the sort . Although this is semanti ally similar to
dis harging the assumption '(t), a theorem prover may be equipped with
algorithms to resolve questions of this form e e tively.
imps gains onsiderably from a range of algorithms for these \sort denedness" assertions. They use information extra ted from theorems, su h
10

as that  is losed under parti ular fun tions. They frequently redu e the
assertion that a ompli ated term t is de ned with a value in  to a few
assertions about small subterms. If these in turn are not dis harged by the
simpli er, they may be presented to the user for proof.
3.2 Simpli ation and De ision Pro edures

Many theorem provers use eÆ ient algorithms, exploiting fa ts about parti ular operators, either to simplify expressions or to de ide formulas in some
synta ti lass. These hand- oded pro edures, whi h we will all pro essors,
may be far more eÆ ient than applying basi inferen es to derive the same
on lusion.
However, the same algorithm is often sound for a range of theories, so
long as they satisfy a number of presuppositions. Suppose a number of
formal symbols, su h as + and , or  and , represent operations the
algorithm might be applied to. The pro essor an then generate a number
of on rete formulas representing presuppositions for the manipulations that
it will perform. For instan e, these presuppositions might assert that the
operators are asso iative and satisfy a distributive property. The simpli er
for that theory an soundly all the pro essor if these presuppositions are
theorems.
Moreover, a pro essor may be installed with subsets of the possible operations, so that a pro essor for simplifying polynomials in a eld an be
installed in a ommutative ring (with unit) simply by not supplying a division operator. Alternatively, some properties of an operator may be optional: a pro essor designed for a ommutative ring may be applied to a
non- ommutative ring simply by stipulating that the multipli ation may
not ommute. The ode of the pro essor must of ourse be written so that
these optional hoi es make sense.
imps allows a user to tailor su h a pro essor for his theory with no need
to write ode. For instan e, if a theory of bitstrings is needed, it is trivial to
instantiate an existing algebrai pro essor to provide eÆ ient simpli ation
for expressions involving the bitstring operations. The theory is the natural
unit for this sort of theorem proving aid.
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4

Relation to the Big Theory Approa h

It might be thought that there is also a disadvantage to the little theories
approa h. Namely, in some situations we may want to use a \big theory" like
ZF as a ontext to reason about stru tures satisfying di erent properties.
Naturally, set theories an also be treated within imps. But, if we do so,
an we make use of theorems that we have proved using the little axiomati
theories that hara terize these stru tures?
In fa t, we do not sa ri e the opportunity to use a \big theory" in onne tion with results proved using the little theories approa h. For instan e,
suppose that we have a olle tion of theorems we have proved in a theory
M of monoids. M asserts of the onstants e and  that e is an identity
for , and that  is asso iative. Within the hosen big theory B, de ne a
ternary relation monoid between a set, an obje t, and a binary fun tion by
the ondition:
monoid(s; x; f )=df
x

2s

^ 8z : z 2 s  f (z; x) = f (x; z) = z
^ 8z0; z1 ; z2 : z0; z1 ; z2 2 s  f (z0; f (z1 ; z2 )) = f (f (z0; z1 ); z2 )
Suppose we an establish a formula of the form monoid(s0 ; x0 ; f0 ), possibly
relative to some assumptions f'1 ; : : : ; 'n g. Then we will want to apply the
theorems of M (under these assumptions) to the stru ture that hs0 ; x0 ; f0 i
represents.
To see how this an be a omplished,
onsider the synta ti translation that sends the domain to s0 , the onstant
to , and the operator  to . is unlike the most usual notion of
interpretation in two ways:
 The expressions s0, x0 and f0 may involve free variables, so that the
image of a losed expression under I need not be losed;
 If the set of assumptions f'1 ; : : : ; 'n g is non-empty, then the images
of the monoid axioms under I may not be theorems of B.
Although I is not properly a theory interpretation, it is what we all a ontext theory interpretation from M to B relative to the \ ontext" [22, 10℄
ontaining the assumptions f'1 ; : : : ; 'n g. Context theory interpretations

Context Theory Interpretations.
I
e
x0
f0 I
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are used in imps in mu h the same as way as ordinary theory interpretations, so long as our position in a proof li enses us to use the assumptions
f'1 ; : : : ; 'n g. In the ase at hand, they justify iting the theorems of M in
reasoning about s0 , x0 and f0 .
Context theory interpretations greatly extend the power of the little
theories approa h. As a onsequen e, a ommitment to the little theories
approa h need entail no redupli ation of e ort when stru tures within ZF
are of interest.7
Proving Consisten y. An obje tion is often raised to the free use of
axiomati theories in the formal veri ation of software or hardware. All
but the most sophisti ated users will introdu e axioms that are wrong, and
sometimes even in onsistent.
Naturally, no formal method an prevent a user from writing a spe i ation that does not a urately re e t his intent. For instan e, if the
spe i ation is to be built up by means of a sequen e of de nitions within a
xed big theory, the user may sele t the wrong de nitions, and may sometimes even de ne unsatis able predi ates. Then, although his theorems will
be truths of the formal system he is working within, their ontent will not
orrespond to his intuitive understanding.
While the little theories approa h does not prevent a user from doing
stupid things, it is by no means worse o than the alternative. An interpretation I from T to T 0 will allow us to assure ourselves that a theory
T is onsistent, if T 0 is a well-established theory trusted to be onsistent.
Moreover, a theory interpretation also onveys more information. The user
may have a on eption of what sort of stru tures ought to satisfy T . The
interpretation I gives him a way of isolating, within any stru ture satisfying
T 0, a stru ture satisfying T . If these stru tures an not be made to look
as he expe ts, then he has reason to think he has got the formulation of T
wrong.
This method is by no means limited to formal methods, as it is also
ommonly used in giving relative onsisten y proofs in standard mathemat7
Indeed, the big theories approa h is parti ularly useful when a theorem on erns an
arbitrary family of stru tures rather than a olle tion of a xed number of stru tures.
Sin e, within ZF, any family of stru tures is simply represented as another set, ZF is an
advantageous framework for the reasoning.
By ontrast, in ase a theorem on erns some xed number of stru tures of some kind,
su h as three arbitrary metri spa es, imps provides a onvenient me hanism for synthesizing a suitable theory.
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i al pra ti e. For instan e, the onsisten y of the Generalized Continuum
Hypothesis with ZF is sometimes proved in essentially this way (see, for
instan e, [21℄).8 In this ase, both T and T 0 happen to be the same theory,
namely ZF.

5

Example

In this se tion we dis uss an imps proof whi h exempli es a number of advantages of the little theories approa h. Our example is a well-known \inverse
fun tion theorem" (Theorem 1 below) for a mapping from a Bana h spa e
into itself whi h is near the identity (see [5, x10.1℄). We begin by des ribing
the sophisti ated network of interrelated theories used in the proof.
5.1 The Network of Theories

The theories are onstru ted step-by-step using theory extension and theory instantiation (as re ommended in [13℄), beginning from a few general
mathemati al theories:
 A theory of an abstra t ring.
 A theory of an abstra t module over a ring.
 A theory of an abstra t metri spa e (denoted M).
 A theory of real arithmeti (formalized as a omplete ordered eld).
From these theories we build a number of other theories and interpretations:
 A theory of an abstra t real ve tor spa e is obtained by instantiating
the ring of the module theory with the eld of real numbers via the
obvious interpretation from the module theory to the theory of real
arithmeti .
 A theory of an abstra t normed spa e is built as an extension of the
real ve tor spa e theory by adding a new onstant (denoted k  k)
together with axioms whi h hara terize this onstant as a norm.
 A theory interpretation (denoted ) from the metri spa e theory M
to the normed spa e theory is spe i ed by interpreting the distan e
8

This example has not been done in imps.
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fun tion of M as the fun tion (x; y) 7! kx yk and the sort of points
of M as the sort of points of the normed spa e.
 Using , the de nitions in M of onstants su h as \open", \ onne ted", and \ omplete" are transported to the normed spa e theory.
 A theory of an abstra t Bana h spa e (denoted B) is formed by adding
an axiom that says the propositional onstant omplete-normed-spa e
holds.
Thus, this one theory B, in whi h the theorem will be stated and proved,
illustrates a variety of ways that theories an be built in imps.
5.2 The Theorem and Its Proof

Before stating the theorem we make some preliminary de nitions.
We will use the symbols P and d to denote the sort of points and distan e
fun tion in the metri spa e theory M, and V and k k to denote the sort
of ve tors and norm in the Bana h spa e theory B. A partial fun tion
' : P ! P is a ontra tion with modulus < 1 if, for all x; y in the domain
of ', d('(x); '(y)) <  d(x; y). For a 2 P and r 2 R, B(a; r) and B (a; r)
denote, respe tively, the open and losed balls with enter a and radius r. As
illustrated above, these de nitions an be readily transported via  to the
normed spa e theory and thus to B. Given a partial fun tion ' : V ! V,
f' : V ! V is the partial fun tion x 7! x + '(x), provided '(x) is de ned.
Let ' : V ! V be a ontra tion whose domain is open. Then
the range of f' is itself open.9

Theorem 1

The key idea behind the proof of this result is the following lassi al
theorem of abstra t analysis attributed to Bana h:
Theorem 2 (Contra tion Prin iple)

ri spa e has a unique xed point.

A ontra tion on a omplete met-

The Contra tion Prin iple is proved in imps in the theory M. The proof
is very similar to the standard textbook proof. From the perspe tive of
ma hine-aided dedu tion, this proof is noteworthy for two reasons: First it
9

From this on lusion, it is easy to show that the mapping is also a homeomorphism
(i.e., that it is ontinuous with a ontinuous inverse).
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involves reasoning at various levels of abstra tion; se ondly, it uses widely
di erent proof te hniques. Spe i ally, the proof uses de nitions and properties naturally stated in a theory of an abstra t metri spa e at the same
time that it uses assorted fa ts about the real numbers. Some of these
fa ts, su h as the onvergen e to zero of rn as n ! 1 (whi h follows from
Bernoulli's inequality) involve the order, metri , and algebrai stru ture of
the real numbers. Other pertinent fa ts have a purely algebrai nature, su h
as the geometri series formula,

Xq rj = rp  (1

1

j =p

r q p+1
r

);

whi h holds provided 0  p  q and r 6= 0; 6= 1: Bernoulli's inequality and
the geometri series formula are in turn proved using indu tion and algebrai
and order properties of the reals.
The proof of Theorem 1 requires the following two lemmas:
the metri spa e (P; d) is omplete; a 2 P; r 2 R with
 (a; r);
a ontra tion with modulus that is de ned on B
 (1 ). Then ' has a xed point in B (a; r).

Lemma 1 Suppose
r; ' P
P is
and d a; ' a < r

0

(

: !
( ))

Suppose a 2 V, r 2 R with 0
ontra tion with modulus that is de ned on

Lemma 2

B(f' (a); r  (1



r,

and

'

B (a; r). Then
))  f'(B (a; r)):

:

V

!

V

is a

First, Lemma 1 is stated and proved in
M as follows. For te hni al onvenien e, a new theory M0 is onstru ted by
adding individual onstants a and r of sort P and R, respe tively, and the
axiom 0  r to M. A version  of Lemma 1 is formulated in M0 by taking
a and r in the statement of the lemma to be individual onstants instead
of universally quanti ed variables.  is derived in M0 from an appropriate
instantiation of the Contra tion Prin iple. The instantiation is obtained by
transporting the Contra tion Prin iple from M to M0 via the interpretation
whi h interprets the sort P as B (a; r) and the distan e fun tion d as the
restri tion of d to B (a; r). To get a version of Lemma 1 in M, in whi h a
and r are universally quanti ed variables,  is transported from M0 to M
via a ontext interpretation that is reated automati ally by imps.

Proof of Theorem 1 in

imps.
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Next, Lemma 1 is transported to B via the interpretation  de ned
above. Lemma 2 is derived in B from the translation of Lemma 1 by unfolding the de nition of open set and then performing, in a straightforward
manner, some user-dire ted logi al reasoning.
Finally, Theorem 1 follows from Lemma 2 by a straightforward proof in
B.2
Another theorem whi h an be proved with a te hnique similar to the one
we have outlined here is the Pi ard-Lindelof existen e theorem for ordinary
di erential equations (see [5℄). Its proof involves an appli ation of the Contra tion Prin iple to a spa e of ontinuous fun tions on an interval. Mu h
of this proof (whi h involves the onstru tion of a large network of theories)
has already been arried out by Robert Givan using the imps system.

6

Con lusion

Mathemati s of any omplexity requires a mixture of strikingly di erent
kinds of reasoning. For instan e, the proof of the Contra tion Prin iple
depends on the numeri al properties of the reals, su h as the geometri
series formula, as well as using indu tion on integers and the mu h more
abstra t properties of a metri spa e. A sequen e of points must be built up
by applying a se ond order iteration operator to the ontra tive mapping,
and an =Æ argument must be given to show that the sequen e is Cau hy.
Algebra, ordering properties, and many lemmas must be used to ompute
with the various subgoals that arise. The proof illustrates what Wittgenstein
alled the \motley of mathemati s."
Little theories provide a way of organizing this variety both at the implementation level and at the on eptual level.
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